Flowchart 2: Varying or revoking a Tree Preservation Order

1. Local planning authority considers need to vary or revoke Order
   - Vary Order
     - No new trees to be added
       - Formal variation order made
         - Original Order endorsed
           - Copy of variation order served on people affected, reasons and process explained
             - Copy of variation order made available to public
               - Variation takes immediate effect
                 - Variation order attached to original Order
                   - Yes
                     - Copy of revised Order sent to people affected
                       - Copy of revised Order made available to public
                   - Variation order confirmed?
                     - No
                       - People affected notified
                         - Copy of variation order withdrawn from public availability
               - Variation order confirmed?
                 - No
                   - People affected notified
                     - Copy of variation order withdrawn from public availability
               - People affected notified
                 - Copy of variation order made available for public inspection
                   - People affected notified
                     - Order withdrawn from public availability
   - Revoke Order
     - Notification, consultation, publicity and need for new Order considered
       - Order endorsed
         - People affected notified
           - Order withdrawn from public availability
             - Revocation takes immediate effect
               - Original Order endorsed
                 - Copy of variation order made available for public inspection
                   - People affected notified
                     - Order withdrawn from public availability